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1. Introduction 

Some of the results attained in the course of thesis 
research by the author are reported in this paper. We 
define a class of context-free grammars, called the 
"Simple LR(k)" or SLR(k) grammars, that has been 
shown [2] to include the weak precedence grammar [9] 
and the simple precedence grammar [14]. We also show 
how to construct parsers for SLR(k) grammars. The 
construction technique can be extended [2, 4] to an 
algorithm for constructing a parser for any LR(k) 
grammar [11]; i.e. any grammar which generates strings 
each of which can be parsed during a single deterministic 
scan from left (L) to right (R) without looking ahead 
more than k symbols. 

Our parser-constructing techniques have been im- 
plemented [3, 7], and they have been compared with 
the mixed strategy precedence (MSP) techniques of 
McKeeman [12]. It was found that in addition to the 
main advantage of working for a larger class of gram- 
mars, our SLR(k)techniques are superior to the prec- 
edence techniques both in the speed of parser con- 
struction and in the size and speed of the parsers pro- 
duced. Our SLR(1) techniques require from one-tenth 
to one-twentieth the time required by MSP techniques 
to construct parsers for practical grammars, and the re- 
sulting SLR(1) parsers require about two-thirds the 
space and time required for the corresponding MSP 
parsers. 

2. Terminology 

A context-free (CF) grammar is a quadruple (Vr ,  
VN, S, P) where Vr is a finite set of symbols called 
terminals, Vu is a finite set of symbols distinct from 
those in Vr called nonterminals, S is a distinguished 
member of VN called the starting symbol, and P is a 
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finite set of  pairs called productions• Each production 
is written A ~ o0 and has a left part .4 in V~,, and a 
rightpart  oo in V*, where V = VA, O Vr .  V* denotes the 
set of  all strings composed of symbols in V, including 
the empty string• 

Without loss of generality we assume that one pro- 
duction is of the form S ~ 1- S '  ~, where S '  is a sub- 
ordinate starting symbol and S and the terminal " p a d "  
symbols [- and q appear in none of the other produc- 
tions. We use Latin capitals to denote nonterminals, 
lowercase Latin letters and special symbols (e.g. --1-, *, :, 
etc.) to denote terminals, and lowercase Greek letters 
to denote strings. We use I/3 I to denote the length of 
(number of  symbols in) the string/3, and k:/3 to denote 
the first k symbols of/3 if I/3 I >- k, and/3 otherwise. 

In the sequel, we often use for examples the grammar  

G1 = ({(,),i, T , + ,  [-, - ~ } , { S , E , T , P } , S ,  P1) 

where Px consists of  the following productions: 

S---* ~- E -~ T--~ P T T P---~ i 
E ---~ E + T T ---~ P P ---~ ( E ) 
E.---~ T 

I f  A --~ co is a production, an immediate derivation 
of one string a = poe/3 f rom another  a '  = 0`4/3 is written 
a '  ~ a. The transitive completion of this relation is a 
derivation and is written a '  ---~* a, which means there 
exist strings a0,  ax,  • • • , a ,  such that a '  = a0 ~ ax 
• • • --~ an = a for n => O. We choose as our canonical 
derivation the right derivation, i.e. the derivation in 
which each step is of  the form pA/3 --~ poo/3 where /3 
is in Vr*. 

A terminal string is one consisting entirely of  
terminals. A sentential form is any string derivable f rom 
S. A sentence is any terminal sentential form. The 
language L(G) generated by a CF grammar  G is the set 
of  sentences, i.e. L(G) = {7 E V r * I S  --~* ~}. We 
assume that G has no useless productions; i.e. we as- 
sume that for each production `4 ~ o0 there exists a 
derivation S ---~* ~rA/3 ~ 0"00/3 ---~* a6/3, where or, 6, and/3 
are (possibly null) terminal strings. Well-known meth- 
ods exist for detecting and removing useless produc- 
tions [8]. 

Loosely speaking, a parse of a string is some indica- 
tion of how that string was derived. In particular, a 
canonical parse of a sentential form a is the reverse 
of  the sequence of productions used in a canonical 
derivation of a. We refer to the action of determining a 
parse as parsing, and a parsing algorithm is called a 
parser. 

3. Parsers for LR(0) Grammars 

In this section we briefly review the results of Knuth  
[11] regarding LR(O) grammars.  We use a combination 
of the terminologies of  Earley [6] and McKeeman [12]. 

To construct an LR(O) parser for a CF grammar  
G = (Vr ,  V~, S, P), we compute configuration sets. 
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Each member of a configuration set is called a con- 
figuration and it is a production in P with a special 
marker (we use a dot " .")  in its right part. There is 
an initial configuration set, namely So = {S 

[- S '  q }, and the other sets are computed as indi- 
cated below. 

Intuitively, each configuration set represents a possible 
"state of the parse." It will be seen below that our pars- 
ing algorithm will successively enter "states," each of 
which corresponds to a configuration set. When the 
parser is in a state corresponding to a certain configura- 
tion set, the configurations in that set indicate which 
parts of  which productions may have been used to 
generate the input string at the point currently of  inter- 
est. Initially, the parser will be in a state corresponding 
to the initial configuration set; i.e. the "state of  the 
parse" at the beginning may be summarized by saying 
that the string must have been generated by first using 
the production S ~ [- S'  -~ and that the first symbol to 
be read must be [-, as indicated by the marker  to its 
left in the configuration of the initial set. 

Each nonempty  configuration set has one or more 
successors: other configuration sets. For  instance, 
So has a single successor, called a " [---successor", 
which contains the configuration S --~ [- . S ' -~,  
among others. In general, a configuration set S~ has 
an s-successor for each symbol s in V that is preceded 
by a marker  in one or more of S / s  configurations. 

Successor configuration sets correspond to successor 
"states of the parse." I f  the parser is in a state corre- 
sponding to a set having a configuration with a marker  
before the symbol s, and if the next symbol to be read 
is an s, then the parser will read the s and enter a state 
corresponding to the s-successor of the original state. 

This s-successor consists of a basis set unioned with 
a closure set. The basis set consists of  all configura- 
tions in S~ having a marker  before an s, but with the 
marker  moved to follow the s; i.e. it is {A 
o0s. o0' I A ~ o0. so0' E Si}. The closure set is defined 
recursively to be the largest set of  configurations of  
the form A --~. o0 such that A ~ o~ is in P and there 
exists a configuration with a marker  before an A in 
either the basis set or the closure set. 

We add the configurations in the closure set to the "state 
of  the parse"  because, if a configuration has a marker  
before a nonterminal,  we must also have all the produc- 
tions defining that nonterminal  in the set. This is true be- 
cause we cannot read a nonterminal  directly if we are 
parsing only terminal strings, but must instead read a 
whole phrase and reduce that phrase to that nontermi- 
nal. We reiterate that the "state of  the parse,"  i.e. a con- 
figuration set, indicates which parts of  which produc- 
tions may have been used to generate the input string at 
a given point of  interest to the parser• 

In the special case of  a configuration with a marker  
to the right of  all symbols in the right part  of  the 
production, the corresponding successor is the empty 
set and is called the "#A.o~-successor" where A --~ o~ 
is the production involved. 

The notion of a #a~,rsuccessor is related to a "state of  
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Fig. 1. The configuration sets and successor relations of the 
LR(O) parser for our example grammar G~ . 

State names Configuration Successor State names 
(numbers) sets relations (numbers) 

0 {S---~ .~-Eq } __~ 1 7 

1 {S--~ ~.E~ ~ ~ 2 8 
E---~ . E +  T ( 
E--~ .T ~ 6 
T--~ .P T T~ ~ 7 
T-*  .P 
P ----~ .i --~ 10 
P---~ . ( E ) }  --~11 

9 
2 { S ~  ~E.-~ q~ 3 

E ~ E. + T} + 4 10 
3 {S--~ [- Eq .} #s~ I - ~  14 11 

4 {E - -~E+ . r  -~ 5 
T_~ . e  1" T}  ~ 7 
T .P 
P---~ .i --~ 10 
P--~ .( E)} ~ 11 

5 {E----DE+ T.} #E--'E+T14 12 

6 {E--~ .T} #/~ ~T_~ 14 13 
14 

Configuration Successor 
sets relations 

{T - - ,P .  T T  L 8 
T ----~ P. } #T --~P 14 

{T---~ P '~ .T ~T 9 
T--~ .P ~ T'~ P~ 7 

T--~ .P 
P---~ .i i 10 
P---~ . ( E ) }  L 11 

{T--~ P T T.} #T_~PTT 14 

{P--~ i.} # ~ i  14 
{P ~ ( .E ) ) ~ E 12 

E---* . E +  T 
E--~ .T 6 
T--~ .P T T~ ~P 7 

) T---~ .P 
P ~ .i i 10 ___> 

P---~ . ( E ) }  ~( 11 

{e ~ ( E. ) -~ 13 
E - - E .  + T} +~ 4 

{P ---~ ( E ) . }  #P_~(E) 14 
{ } 

the pa r se"  tha t  indicates  tha t  a reduc t ion  should  be 
made  of  a subs t r ing  o0 to  the non t e rmina l  A;  this  is ex- 
p la ined  via the  pa rs ing  a lgor i thm given below. 

A n  LR(O) parser for  a g r a m m a r  G, then,  is repre- 
sented  by the set o f  all conf igura t ion  sets compu ted  
by s tar t ing with So and  add ing  to  the  set all suc- 
cessors  of  members  a l ready  in the  set. 
As  an example ,  we begin the c o m p u t a t i o n  of  the  

LR(O) parser  for  our  example  g r a m m a r  Gx. As  usual ,  

So = 

So has  only a ~--successor, call  it S~, whose basis set is 

E-t} 

and  whose c losure  set is 

{E- - -~ .E  + T, 
E--* . T, 
T---~. P "~ T, 
T---~ . P, 
P ----~ . i, 
P - - ~ .  ( E ) } .  

S1 has an E-successor  (call it $2), a T-successor  ($8), a 
P-successor  ($7), an /-successor (S~0), and  a (-successor 
(Sn).  Set $2 has the basis set 

{s--, q,E E.+T} 

and an empty  c losure  set. The  entire LR(O) parser  is 
ind ica ted  in F igure  1. 

F r o m  a set of  conf igura t ion  sets and  their  successor re- 
la t ions  we can abs t rac t  the  essential  s t ructure  and  get a 
finite s tate machine  ( F S M ) .  F o r  each conf igura t ion  set 
there  is a co r r e spond ing  state in the F S M ;  the e m p t y  con- 
f igurat ion set c o r r e s p o n d s  to  the final state. The  t rans i -  
t ions  of  the F S M  co r r e spond  to the successor re la t ions.  
This  F S M  has been cal led  [2] the  characteristic F S M  
(or C F S M )  of  the  g rammar .  The  C F S M  of  g r a m m a r  G1 
is i l lus t ra ted  in F igure  2. 

A n y  C F S M  state with t rans i t ions  under  symbols  in 
V only is cal led a read state. A n y  state wi th  one t ransi-  
t ion under  one of  the special  #a~o,-symbols and  zero or 
one t rans i t ion  under  a n o n t e r m i n a l  symbo l  is cal led a 
reduce state. States  hav ing  two  or  more  #a~o~-transitions 
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Fig. 2. The CFSM of our example grammar G~ : (0) S ~ ~- E-~ 5 
(1) E ~ E q- T, (2) E ~ T, (3) T ~ P T T, (4) T ~  P, 
(5) P ~ 1, (6) P ~ ( E ). The 14 in the double box denotes a 
single state, the final state. The subscripts on the #-symbols ref- 
erence productions. 

r £ ,5 . [ ]  } 
t ~r 

or having one or more  #A~-t rans i t ions  and one or more  
transi t ions under  terminal  symbols  are called inadequate 
states. 

In our  terminology,  Knu th  showed that  a CF  gram- 
mar  G is LR(O) if and only if its C F S M  has no inade- 
quate states. (Thus g rammar  Gx is not  LR(O).) As is 
shown below, this means that  a parser can be con- 
structed for  G which scans deterministically f rom left to  
right and which always knows whether to read another  
symbol  or to  stop and make a reduction,  and in the latter 
case which reduct ion to  m a k e - - a l l  without  having to in- 
vestigate any symbols  to the right o f  the points  in strings 
at which such decisions must  be made.  Also, K n u t h  
showed that  the following parsing a lgor i thm is correct  
for an LR(O) grammar  G. 

LR(0)  Parsing Algorithm. Maintain a stack on 
which to store alternately symbols  in V and the names 
cf  states entered by G's CFSM.  We begin with the 
C F S M  in state So (corresponding to the initial configu- 
rat ion set) and with the name So the only item in the 
stack. To  parse a string n in L(G) : 

1. Let a = 7. 
2. Starting the C F S M  in whatever state it was in 
prior  to  this step, cause the C F S M  to begin reading 
a and to store on the stack each symbol  read followed 
by the name of  the state entered subsequently. 1 
3. When the C F S M  enters a reduce state (which it 
must  do sooner  or later), set a equal to the suffix of  
a not  yet read. Let the product ion  associated with the 
reduce state be A ~ oo. Pop  the top 2 *1 o01 items off 
the stack. I f  A = S the parse is complete,  so stop; 
otherwise return the C F S M  to the state whose name 
is on top of  the stack, se ta  = Aa, and go to step (2). 
Since the parsing algori thm uses a stack and since 

the C F S M  constitutes a finite control ,  our  parser is 
equivalent to a deterministic pushdown au toma ton  
( D P D A ,  see [8]). 

4 5 6  

It has been shown in [2] and in [11] that,  if this al 
gor i thm is applied to a string not  in L(G),  the C F S M  
will at some point  enter a read state that  has no  transi- 
tion under  the next symbol  to be read, i.e. it has been 
shown that  the a lgor i thm fails for strings not  in L(G).  

The history of  the above a lgor i thm using the C F S M  
of  Figure 2 and applied to  the string r/ = ki -k i -~ in 
L(G1) is indicated in Table I. Note  tha t  the decisions 
whether  to read or reduce at lines 4 and 9 were made  
somehow magically since the associated state 7 is in- 
adequate.  

Intuitive Explanation. Since each C F S M  state-name 
cor responds  to  a conf igurat ion set, it is as if the parsing 
a lgor i thm were storing configurat ion sets between sym- 
bols on the stack. The configurat ion sets merely repre- 
sent the "state  o f  the parse"  at various points  in the 
string. 

Fo r  instance, the state o f  the parse at the beginning is 
represented by { S ~ .  kE  ~ }, indicating that  we are ex- 
pecting an instance of  an S which is c o m p o s e d  of  a k 
followed by an E fol lowed by a -t. The  marke r  " " 
before the 1- indicates that  the next thing to be ma tched  
i s a  k. 

I f  l- is the next symbol  in the string, we read it and 
proceed to  a state represented by {S ~ ~- . E-~,  E 
. E q- T, E---~ . T, T---~ . P T T, T---+ . P, P---,  . i, 
P ---~. ( E )  } ; otherwise the string is in error  (not in L(G)  ). 
The latter set indicates that  the next symbol  must  be an  

Actually the symbols need not be stacked; they can be deduced 
from the state-names. Each state is entered after reading a unique 
symbol; note that each marker in a given configuration set is pre- 
ceded either by no symbol (members of the closure set) or by one 
specific symbol (members of the basis set). Thanks go to J. J. Horn- 
ing for observing this uniqueness. 
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E, which may be in the form of an E -k T or a T, and 
the T may be in the form P 1" T or P, and the P may be 
in the form i or ( E ). So, we may expect an E, T, P, i, or 
(, next. 

I f  the next symbol is in fact an i, it is clear that the 
pertinent configuration was P ~ .  i. Thus we read the i 
and proceed to a "state of  the parse"  represented by 
{P ~ i .  }, indicating that we have just read the right 
part  of the production and may replace it with the left 
part. 

Upon  doing so, we return to the state of the parse 
which existed before reading the right part  (the i) and 
find out what to do when the left part  (P) is the next 
symbol. In the case at hand, the pertinent configurations 
are T ~ .  P T T a n d  T ~ .  P, so we read the P a n d  
proceed to the state represented by {T ~ P . T T, 
T---~ P . } .  

The latter set corresponds to an inadequate state and 
our parsing algorithm, as it stands now, fails. 

4.  P a r s e r s  for S i m p l e  L R ( k )  G r a m m a r s  

When our CFSM enters an inadequate state we do 
not know whether to stop and make a reduction or to 
allow the CFSM to continue reading. The notion of a 
Simple LR(k) grammar  arises from a particular, simple 
solution to the indecisiveness associated with inadequate 
states. We first consider SLR(1) grammars  and then 
generalize to SLR(k) grammars.  

= Fra(E) = { 4,  + ,  )}. In the Appendix we give a 
method for finding simple l - look-ahead sets directly 
from the CFSM. 

G r a m m a r  G1 is SLR(1) since the inadequate state 7 
of  its CFSM has the disjoint simple l- look-ahead sets: 
{ T } for the T -transition and Frt(T) = { 4, q-, )} for 
the #r~e-transition. 

To get a parser for an SLR(I) grammar  we must 
modify (a) the CFSM and (b) the parsing algorithm. 

(a) Each inadequate state N of the CFSM is re- 
placed by a look-ahead state N' such that, for each 
transition f rom N to some state M under a symbol s 
and with associated simple I- look-ahead set L, there 
exists a transition from N '  to some new state M '  
under the set L, and from M '  there is exactly one 
transition, namely one under s to state M. 

The appropriately modified state 7 for the CFSM 
of grammar  G~ is illustrated below. 

= E -_ 

k ' = - 

(b) Our parsing algorithm must be modified in two 
ways. First, it must treat look-ahead states properly: 
if and when the CFSM enters a look-ahead state N, 
investigate but do not read the next symbol s and 
cause the CFSM to enter next the state to which 
goes the transition under the look-ahead set contain- 
ing s. Second, the algorithm must never push on its 
stack the name of any of the new states (M'  of above) 
to which go transitions from look-ahead states. 

Table I. The history of the CFSM 
stringn = ~-i+i-~ 

of Figure 2 applied to the 

SLR(1) Grammars  Stack Input Output Line No. 

A CF grammar  G is said to be SLR(1) if and only if 0 }-i + iq 1 
each of the inadequate states of  its CFSM has mutually 0 ~-t i --b i-~ 2 

0 I-x/t0 -b i-~ 3 
disjoint simple 1-look-ahead sets associated with its P--, i 
terminal- and #-transitions. 01-1P7 + i-t 4t 

A simple l - look-ahead set is associated with each T ~ P 
0 [-1T6 --[- i~ 5 

transition from an inadequate state. For  a transition E-~ T 
under a symbol s in V, the set is {s}. For  a transition 0FIE, + i-t 6 
under a symbol # a ~ ,  where A ~ o~ is in P, the set is 0F1E2+, iq 7 

o ~iE~+ d,o q 8 
F~I(A) = {s C Vr IS ---~* pAstS for some o,/3}, i.e. the set P ~ i 
of  terminal symbols which may follow the nonterminal  oF,E~+,P7 -t 9t 
A in some sentential form. T---~ P 

o hE2+ ,T5 ~ 10 
As an example we compute Frl(P)  for g rammar  G1 : E--~ E -{- T 

P appears in the right parts of two productions. The pro- 0 ]-1E2 -~ 11 
duction T--~ P T Timpl ies tha t  T is in Fra(P). The pro- 0~E~q, 12 
duction T ~ P implies that all the strings in Fr~(T) are 0 fini 

also in Frl(P) .  E ~ E -k T and E ~ T each imply that lines 4 and 9. 
the members of Fr~(E) are also in Fr~(T). S ~ ~E 4 
implies that 4 is in Frl(E);  E ~ E -t- T adds -b; and 
P ---, (E) adds " )" .  Thus, we have determined that 
Fr~(P) = { T, 4, -k, )}, and in the process that Frl(T) 

S--, ~-Eq 
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The magic in lines 4 and 9 of Table I can now be ex- 
plained. For  example, we detail below the actions of the 
modified parsing algorithm using the modified CFSM to 
accomplish the task of line 4 in Table I. 

CFSM State Stack Input Output Line No. 

7 oh P7 -~ i ~ 4 

14' 0~a P~ + i "~ T ~ P 4' 
6 0~a Te -'1- i "~ 5 

Generalization to SLR(k) 
Conceptually, the generalization from SLR(1) to 

SRL(k) is simple. Instead of using FTt(A) for look- 
ahead sets, we merely want to use FT~(A) = {o- 6 
Vr* I S---~* pal3 and ~r = k:j3 for some p and/3}; i.e. the 
set of strings of k or less terminals that may follow the 
nonterminal A in some sentential form. The intent is 
that the parsing algorithm would look k symbols ahead, 
rather than just one, whenever necessary to make a 
parsing decision. The techniques described below, then, 
need to be used only for inadequate states with over- 
lapping simple l-look-ahead sets associated with their 
terminal- and//-transitions; i.e. only for states for which 
one-symbol look-ahead is inadequate. 

Unfortunately, the following rather long-winded 
definitions are required to precisely define SLR(k). 

Definition. (Recursive on the value of k.) Let G be a 
CF grammar and k be a positive integer. There is as- 
sociated with each transition of G's CFSM a simple k- 
look-aheadset which is as follows. For  a #a~oo-transition, 
where A ---> co is a production, the set is FT~(A). For  a 
transition under a symbol s in V, the set is {s} if s 6 V~v 
or i l k  = I, and otherwise is {s13 6 Vr* I the s-transition 
is to a state N and/3 is in a simple (k -- l)-look-ahead 
set associated with some terminal- or #-transition from 
N}. 

Although, for ease of definition, sets are associated 
with every transition of the CFSM, we are interested 
only in the sets for transitions from inadequate states. 

For  the value as an example we illustrate the com- 
putation of the simple 3-1ook-ahead set for the 1" -transi- 
tion in Figure 2. The computation is actually unneces- 
sary for grammar Ga, since Ga is SLR(1), as we saw 
above. 

First, we follow all paths leading from state 7, start- 
ing with the T -transition, until either a string of length 
3 is "spelled out"  or until the terminal state is reached. 
The strings spelled out by all such paths are T T#r~e t r ,  
TP#r~P,  T P I " ,  T i # e ~ ,  T(E,  T(T,  T (P ,  T(i, and 
T ((. Next, the desired set of strings can be derived from 

these strings as follows. First, each string in VT* is in the 
desired set. Second, for each string of the form o'#a~,~ 
(where A ~ o~ is a production, cr is in Vr*, and [ cr I = n), 
every string which can be formed by concatenating a 

with a member of FkT-'~(A) is in the desired set. In our 
special case, the latter means T i concatenated with the 
members of Frl(P) .  Thus the simple 3-look-ahead set for 
the T -transition is { T(i, T((, TiT, 1"i-~, Ti+, Ti)}. 

Note that if we are parsing a terminal string, no non- 
terminals can appear in the second or greater positions 
ahead; however, a nonterminal can appear in the first 
position ahead, due to the last clause of part (3) of our 
parsing algorithm given above. If we were interested in 
parsing strings with some nonterminals in them, e.g. in 
incremental compiling, then strings with nonterminals in 
them would be considered, too. 2 

Finally we come to our main definition. 
Definition. Let k be a positive integer. A CF grammar 

G is Simple LR(k) (abbreviated SLR(k)) if and only if 
for each inadequate state N (if any) of G's CFSM the 
simple k-look-ahead sets associated with the terminal- 
and //-transitions from N are mutually disjoint. G is 
SLR(O) if and only if it is LR(O). 

Parsers for SLR(k) grammars are constructed in a 
manner similar to that described for SLR(1) grammars 
above, the only differences being that: (1) the look-ahead 
sets contain strings of length k rather than 1, and (2) 
when the CFSM is in a look-ahead state, the parsing al- 
gorithm must investigate the next k symbols to be read 
rather than the next one. 

It should be clear that the computation of look- 
ahead sets for a given inadequate state is independent of 
that for any other state; i.e. we can have a different 
value of k for each inadequate state. (In a sense, each 
reduce state has k = 0.) Further, the strings in a given 
look-ahead set L need not all be the same length: each 
string in L may be of minimum length such that it is not 
a prefix of some other string in another look-ahead set 
La of the same inadequate state. Clearly, minimizing the 
lengths of strings in this manner leaves the look-ahead 
sets mutually disjoint. 

Extension to LR(k) Grammars 
At this point we should like to discuss the distinc- 

tion between SLR(k) and LR(k) grammars. Unfor- 
tunately, a thorough discussion is beyond the scope (and 
the size) of this paper. A thorough discussion is how- 

2 In a paper to follow [5] we describe a generalization o f  LR(k )  in 
which the parser reduces a string little by little as it scans back and 
forth over the string. There, too, strings containing nonterminals  
must  be considered. 
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ever given in [2] and in the forthcoming [4], in which a 
method is described for extending the above techniques 
so that a parser can be constructed for any LR(k) 
grammar. 

The method is conceptually simple, although the de- 
tails get tedious. The method involves computing cor- 
responding pairs of left and right contexts that are 
pertinent to the decisions that must be made when the 
CFSM enters an inadequate state, and using these pairs 
to split states of the CFSM and to compute more re- 
stricted look-ahead sets. 

In essence, the parsing algorithm uses the CFSM to 
remember pertinent facts about the history of parses. The 
state-splitting enhances the memory of the CFSM and 
thus the capabilities of the parser. The more restricted 
look-ahead sets are merely subsets of the simple k-look- 
ahead sets and they contain only right contexts which 
correspond to specific left contexts remembered by the 
CFSM. 

Our essential contribution vis-a-vis the techniques of 
Knuth is the decoupling of the computations of look- 
ahead sets and state-splitting. Korenjak [10] gets a simi- 
lar effect by partitioning the grammar. In a sense, our 
technique is Korenjak's  taken to the nth degree, i.e. we 
consider the grammar production by production, look- 
ahead set by look-ahead set. 

In short, then, an SLR(k) grammar is an LR(k) 
grammar for which simple, straightforward methods 
suffice for computing look-ahead sets and a minimal 
CFSM. (The CFSM is minimal in the sense of theorem 
3.2 of [8], since it can be shown that it is a reduced, de- 
terministic FSM). An LR(k) grammar that is not 
SLR(k) is one for which more complex techniques are 
required to compute its minimal parser, but for which 
the parsing algorithm is the same as for an SLR(k) 
grammar. That is, the distinction between SLR(k) and 
LR(k) grammars is a matter of the complexity of the 
techniques necessary to compute parsers, not a matter 
of different parsing algorithms. 

5. Conc lus ion  

The SLR(k) grammars appear to be an important 
class of CF grammars. It has been shown in [2] that the 
SLR(1) grammars include the weak precedence [9] and 
the simple precedence [14] grammars as proper subsets. 
Furthermore,  the SLR(k) techniques are extendable [2, 
4] to cover all LR[k] grammars, i.e. all grammars whose 
sentences can be parsed during a single deterministic 
scan from left to right with no more than k symbols of 
look-ahead. 
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SLR(1) systems have been implemented at ucsc  
(University of California at Santa Cruz) [3] and at the 
University of Toronto [7]. They have been compared 
with a similar system based on the mixed strategy prece- 
dence (MSP) technique of McKeeman [12]. The MSP 
and SLR(1) systems were used to generate parsers for 
the languages XPL [12], SPL [15], EULER [14], ALGOL 60 
[13], and PAL [16]. Here at ucsc,  the SLR(1) system 
generated parsers in from one-twentieth to one-tenth the 
time required by the MSP system. The detailed study at 
Toronto  indicates that the resulting SLR(1) parsers re- 
quire two-thirds or less of both the storage space and 
the running times of the MSP parsers. 

The MSP system failed on the ALGOL 60 (modified 
slightly to be unambiguous) and the PAL grammars; i.e. 
these grammars are not MSP. The grammars are, how- 
ever, SRL(1). The entire SLR(I)  parser for ALGOL 60, 
including the parsing algorithm (with error-recovery), 
the CFSM, and the look-ahead sets, requires 4237 bytes 
of storage on an IBM 360. On the order of one minute of 
CPU time is required to construct these parsers on our 
1BM 360/40 at UCSC. 

A p p e n d i x  

Definition (restatement of above). 

Fr~(A) = {s E V~ IS---J* oAs~ for some o, ~ E V*}. 

Observation. S ---~* oAs# implies either 

S--+* o'A'~' --~ o'o"As~"~' = oAs~, or 
S --** o'A'~' ~ o'o"A"sf3"[3' ---~* o'/'o"As[3"~' = oAs[3. 

Definition. [A] = {B E V~ [ B---~* 0'A for some o' E 
V*}. 

Theorem. Frl(A) = {s E VT [for some B in [A] there 
exists a B-transition in the CFSM to a state having an s- 
transition}. 

Example. For  grammar Gi[T] = {T, E}, since T--->* T 
by definition and E ---~* o'T, in particular, E ~ T and 
E ~ E -k- T. Thus, FrX(T) = { 4,  q-, )} since in Gx's 
CFSM we find 

E q 

E ) 

÷ 

There are no T-transitions to states having transitions 
under any symbols in Vr .  
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P r o o f  o f  Theorem. Given  the observa t ion  above  and  
the def ini t ion of  [A], we need only prove  tha t  i f  A '  --* 
p"Bs~" is a p roduc t ion ,  there  will be in the  C F S M  a 
B- t rans i t ion  to  a state having  an s- t rans i t ion.  But this  
fo l lows f rom the fact tha t  we as sumed  there  were no  
useless p r o d u c t i o n s  and  f rom the m e t h o d  o f  c o m p u t i n g  
the successors o f  conf igura t ion  sets. Thus  the conf igura-  
t ion  A'  --~ / ' .  BsB" must  a p p e a r  in some conf igura t ion  
set which will have  a B-successor  con ta in ing  A '  --~ 
o"B • so", and  the B-successor  will have an s-successor  
con ta in ing  A'  ~ o" Bs . ~". Q.E.D.  

Conclusion. One can c o m p u t e  F r l ( A )  as follows.  
F i r s t ,  c o m p u t e  [A] di rect ly  f rom the  g r a m m a r  via fast 
bi t  ma t r ix  techniques  [1]. Second,  s ta r t ing  with an 
e m p t y  set L, scan the t rans i t ions  of  the  C F S M :  for  each 
t r ans i t ion  under  a symbo l  in [A] to  some state N, add  to  
L each symbo l  s in Vr such tha t  there  is an s - t rans i t ion  
f rom N. This  step can also be done  with bit  ma t r ix  
techniques .  The  resul t ing set L is the  des i red  set FTI(A). 
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A Language Extension 
for Graph Processing 
and Its Formal 
Semantics 
Terrence W. Pratt and Daniel P. Friedman 
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A simple programming language "extension," 
Graspe, for processing directed graphs is defined. Graspe 
consists of a type of directed graph data structure and a 
set of primitive operations for manipulating these 
structures. Graspe may be most easily implemented by 
embedding it in a host language. Emphasis is placed 
both on Graspe itself and on its method of definition. 
Commonly, the definition of a language involves 
definition of the syntactic elements and explanation of 
the meaning to be assigned them (the semantics). The 
definition of Graspe here is solely in terms of its 
semantics; that is, the data structures and operations 
are defined precisely but without assignment of a 
particular syntactic representation. Only when the 
language is implemented is assignment of an explicit 
syntax necessary. An example of an implementation of 
Graspe embedded in Lisp is given as an illustration. 
The advantages and disadvantages of the definition of 
a language in terms of its semantics are discussed. 
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